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CURRICULUM COMMITTEE 
RECOMMENDATION 
Recommends approval of the listed COURSE DELETIONS for the following colleges and/or schools: 
•:• COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS 
1. FRN 314 Language Lab Techniques 
Rationale: Has been replaced by f'RN 312. 
2. GER 314 Language Lab Techniques 
Rationale: Has been replaced by GER 312. 
3. SPN lOIR Elementary Spanish-Reading Appr. I 
Rationale: Reading track has been abolished. 
4. SPN 102R Elementary Spanish-Reading Appr. II 
Rationale: Reading track has been abolished. 
5. SPN 150 Applied Spanish 
Rationale: Credit given for living in Language House no longer in existence. 
6. SPN 151 Applied Spanish 
Rationale: Credit given for living in Language House no longer in existence. 
7. SPN 203R Intermediate Spanish-Reading Appr. III 
Rationale: Reading track has been abolished. 
8. SPN 204R Intermediate Spanish-Reading Appr. IV 
Rationale: Reading track has been abolished. 
9. SPN 250 Applied Spanish 
Rationale: Credit given for living in Language House no longer in existence. 
10 SPN 251 Applied Spanish 
Rationale: Credit given for living in Language House no longer in existence. 
11. SPN 263R Intermediate Spanish-Reading Appr. III 
Rationale: Reading track has been abolished. 
12. SPN 264R Intermediate Spanish-Reading Appr. IV 
Rationale: Reading track has been abolished. 
13. SPN 304 Spanish Phonetics 
Rationale: Content of this course is now offered in SPN 323/324. 
14. SPN 314 Studies in Language Laboratory Techniques 
Rationale: Has been replaced by SPN 312. 
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15. SPN 318 Survey of Spanish-American Literature 
Rationale: Has been replaced by SPN 411. 
16. SPN 319 Survey of Spanish Peninsular Literature 
Rationale: Has been replaced by SPN 414. 
17. SPN 321 The Spanish Short Story 
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Rationale: Contentofthis course is now offered in SPN 414, SPN 415, and SPN 416. 
18. SPN 322 Cervantes 
Rationale: Has been replaced by SPN 416. 
19. SPN 350 Applied Spanish 
Rationale: Has been replaced by SPN 323. 
20. SPN 351 Applied Spanish 
Rationale: Has been replaced by SPN 324. 
21. SPN 40 I Drama of the Golden Age 
Rationale: Has been replaced by SPN 412. 
22. SPN 402 Contemporary Latin American Prose Fiction 
Rationale: Has been replaced by SPN 413. 
23. SPN 403 20th Century Spanish Drama 
Rationale: Content for this course is not offererl in SPN 4171418. 
24. SPN 405 Latin American Civilization 
Rationale: Content of this course will be taught now in SPN 335. 
25. SPN 406 Hispanic Civilization 
Rationale: Content of this course will be taught now in SPN 336. 
26. SPN 450 Applied Spanish 
Rationale: Will not be taught. Content offered in other courses. 
27. SPN 451 Applied Spanish 
Rationale: Will not be taught. Content offered in other courses. 
28. SPN 460 The Modernist Movement 
Rationale: Content of this course is not offered in SPN 411, SPN 412. 
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FACULTY SENATE PRESIDENT: 
APPROVED IA I I 
BYSENATE: ~ v~ 
DISAPPROVED 
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DATE: ~&ft- .J-3. ;loo; 
BY SENATE: DATE: ·-------------~ ·------
UNIVERSITY PRESIDENT: 
APPROVED~--?> a..__ ~1 DATE: ;;<_ /,:;~;& 
DISAPPROVED: _____________ DATE: _____ _ 
